Abstract-The introduction of a plasma in a free-electron laser (FEL) helps radiation guiding via nonlinear refraction. At highradiation power density, when oscillatory electron velocity is comparable to the electron thermal velocity, the radiation pushes plasma radially out, forming a depleted plasma duct and guiding the radiation. The radius of the self-trapped laser is ~C/OJ PO , where UJ PO is the unperturbed plasma frequency and c is the velocity of light in vacuum.
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Abstract-The introduction of a plasma in a free-electron laser (FEL) helps radiation guiding via nonlinear refraction. At highradiation power density, when oscillatory electron velocity is comparable to the electron thermal velocity, the radiation pushes plasma radially out, forming a depleted plasma duct and guiding the radiation. The radius of the self-trapped laser is ~C/OJ PO , where UJ PO is the unperturbed plasma frequency and c is the velocity of light in vacuum. [8] is an important issue in a free-electron laser (FEL). In a conventional FEL, radiation guiding is achieved in two ways: a) gain focusing and b) refraction guiding. The former is caused by an uneven amplification of radiation across its cross section, while the latter is caused by the nonuniformity in the refractive index of the beam. The beam region in an FEL is the amplification region, while outside it there is no source of free energy, hence radiation amplitude falls off giving rise to radiation localization. Further, the beam region of an FEL has a higher refractive index than outside, hence it tends to focus laser power. At low beam currents both these effects are sufficiently weak.
I. INTRODUCTION R ADIATION guiding [l]-
Recently Liu and Tripathi [5] have proposed a scheme of strong radiation guiding in an FEL using plasma. The electron beam displaces the plasma electrons radially outward, creating a plasma duct suitable for guiding high-frequency radiation. The scheme, however, requires a large beam current I b > 17 kA.
In this paper we study the possibility of plasma-aided radiation guiding in a low beam current FEL under the specific condition when laser spot size TQ is comparable to electron beam radius r b . The physics of the process can be understood as follows. In a plasma-loaded FEL the plasma electrons experience a radially outward d.c. ponderomotive force due to the FEL radiation. The plasma gets displaced on a time scale T ~ ro/c s , where r$ is the radial extent of radiation and c s is the sound speed. The plasma depleted region acts as a duct for guiding and self-focusing the radiation. As the amplitude of radiation grows with time, the nonlinear refraction effect becomes more dominant, shrinking the radiation spot size. A typical spot size is of the order of C/U) P Q. Since TQ is typically P. C. Agarwal is with the Physics Department, Agra College, Agra U.P., India.
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of the order of 1 mm, c s ~ 10 7 cm/s, this scheme of radiation guiding is useful for long pulses (T P > 100 ns) or CW FEL's. In Section II we obtain the conditions for radiation guiding. In Section III we discuss results. The FEL wave and the wiggler exert on the beam electrons a ponderomotive force Fp at (wi, fc)
where k = k\ + k 0 = k\ -\ko\ and cj> p is the ponderomotive potential given by
where is the relativistic gamma factor. The ponderomotive force drives a space-charge mode of potential
where to = u>\. To obtain beam response to ponderomotive and self-consistent potentials, we solve the equation of motion and continuity. The resulting expression for the density perturbation at (cu,k) turns out to be Equation (15) can be written as
where e = 1 + Xb-F°r l°w density beams Xb < 1, hence spacecharge, self-consistent potential (j><4> v . This is the Compton regime of FEL operation. In the opposite case when e « 0, one obtains <j> > (p v , and one has collective effects hence the Around simultaneous zeros of the factors on the left-hand side, Raman regime of FEL operation. The nonlinear beam current we expand k x and fc to obtain the spatial growth rate, density J nl at (a>i, fci) in the Compton regime can be written Let as and -e,m are charge and mass of the electron, respectively, and TiQp is the equilibrium density of plasma electrons.
As the amplitude of E\ grows, it exerts a radially outward d.c. ponderomotive force on the plasma electrons expelling the plasma via ambipolar diffusion. Following Sodha et al. [6] , the modified plasma density and plasma permittivity can be written as
where v\ = eEi/miu>i is the oscillatory velocity acquired by the plasma electrons in the presence of laser field and « t h is the thermal speed of the plasma electrons. $ is the nonlinear dielectric constant and can be written as
The spatial growth rate is given as an imaginary part of 6. The growth rate scales as B^3,u;^3,7o ,£; 2 / 3 ,fc^ ,/CQ" , and 
where a = e 2 /2mw 2 T e ,T e is the temperature of the plasma electrons.
Equation (10) can be written as
and assuming fci = fc lr -iku, where k\ r and ku are real and imaginary parts, fc^1 is known as growth length. Equation For z > 0, we assume an energy conserving Gaussian ansatz for laser intensity
where f(z) is the beam width parameter. Expanding S as
where f3(z) will be defined later, (21) and (22) 
We have solved (35) numerically for the following set of parameters: §^ = 2; aA 2 0 = 0.5; k u Rd = 0.25.
Kn
The variation of / with normalized distance of propagation is displayed in Fig. 2 . The beam width parameter acquires a minimum value at certain distance and then diverges. This may be explained as follows: at z = 0, the nonlinear refraction term dominates over the diffraction term, hence the laser beam starts focusing. However, as the beam focuses, the diffraction term increases while the nonlinear refraction term tends to saturation. At some value of z the diffraction term becomes dominant; hence, / acquires a minimum at z = z m -in and diverges. Beyond this point the beam radius increases, hence diffraction effects become weaker and the nonlinear refraction effect takes over leading to a maximum in /. Thus an oscillatory waveguide is formed.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The introduction of plasma in an FEL appears helpful for radiation guiding. It requires a reasonable level of FEL wave amplitude at z = 0 such that oscillatory velocity of plasma electrons for R n ~ Rj_ corresponds to v osc Õ .lvth-For R n >R,i also one may have radiation guiding whenever the FEL spatial growth rate is faster than the inverse Rayleigh length (characteristic length for diffraction divergence). As the FEL radiation acquires larger amplitude, nonlinear refraction effect increases. As v osc -> Vth, the nonlinearity tends to saturate. The guiding of FEL radiation is achieved when the nonlinear refraction effect dominates over the diffraction effect. The radius of FEL radiation undergoes periodic variations as it propagates due to the saturating effect of nonlinearity. The nonlinearity has a finite time of relaxation T ~ ro/c s , where ro is the beam radius and c s is the sound speed. Hence, this scheme of radiation guiding is useful for long pulses. The advantage of this scheme of radiation guiding over gain focusing [1] is that the laser spot size is comparable to the electron beam size, hence beam wave coupling is stronger. In the case of gain focusing, the transverse beam size is of the order of (c/toiku) 1^2 . For the specific parameters of a 1-mm FEL mentioned above, the laser beam spot size due to gain focusing is four times larger than that due to plasma-aided guiding.
It may be mentioned here that the two-stream instability (TSI) [9] , [10] could be a serious contender to FEL instability in a plasma loaded FEL. For UQ P > n^b, the growth rate of two-stream instability is The two growth rates may become comparable at high plasma densities, and TSI may adversely affect FEL instability via increasing beam energy spread. Here we have not examined the coupling between the two instabilities. As long as n^p < 3?IQ 6 and tu p o < koc, one may assume the influence of TSI on the FEL instability to be weak. In the case where FEL radiation acquires large power density to deplete the plasma channel, the TSI is totally suppressed. Nonlocal effects also suppress TSI growth. The self-wakes [9] , [10] of the beam can also lead to energy spreading and emittance growth of the beam, adversely affecting the FEL performance. However, in quasi-steady-state operation of an FEL, such effects are unimportant. Following Joshi et al. [12] , the angular spread of the beam at not ~ 10 9 cm" 3 , beam radius ~0.5 cm, and 7o ~ 3 turns out to be ~10~4 rad. The energy spread due to the longitudinal wake field is also less than 0.1%, i.e., less than fciic/wi. Thus the wake field effects are not alarming. However, as one increases the beam current these effects could be important.
